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Worship Words: Discipling
Language for a Faithful
Ministry

The Rev. Ron Rienstra
Associate Professor of Preaching and Worship Arts
at Western Theological Seminary,
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according to the rates of the General Assembly.
Approximately $110 - $160 depending on how
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1-800-619-7301 ext. 290
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Worship Words
This conference is designed to help worship leaders come
to a renewed appreciation and understanding of the
words we use in worship.
Conference participants can expect to be inspired to use
words more intentionally and creatively in worship - all
for the greater glory of God and the greater blessing of
God's people.

Workshop Options:
Ten Tips: Practical Advice for All Occasions - the Rev. Ron Rienstra
This workshop will equip worship leaders to create beautiful and cohesive worship services for all occasions.
Vertical Habits - the Rev. Joyce Borger
As children we are taught to say words like "thank you," "please," and "I'm sorry" before we are able to understand what these
words mean. Our parents delight when we reach the maturity to absorb their meaning and speak them from the heart. The same
holds true of the words we speak in worship. Many of the words learned by children are the ones we say to God each Sunday. This
workshop teaches participants to recognize the words and to play with the structures that give space for these words to be spoken.
Building a Heritage Worship Service - the Rev. Angus Sutherland
Anniversaries are a great time to explore our history. Putting together a heritage service can remind people of our rich past, help
them to explore the changes that have taken place, and learn together. This workshop will expose worship leaders to how a
worship service would have taken place in the Free Church circa 1850 and discuss alternatives.
A Visual Tour of the Stuff That Helps Us Tell Our Stories - The National Presbyterian Museum & Its Collection
Come along to discover some of the Museum's most intriguing artifacts! A PowerPoint tour and talk will convey the faith and work
of those who believe in and witness to service in Jesus Christ.
Getting to Know the Presbyterian Church Archives - Bob Anger & Kim Arnold
Archives staff will provide a snapshot of the exciting historic records collections, dating back to 1638, that reflect our denomination’s
involvement around the world. The presenters will also detail the various services provided by the Archives department to the
Church at large.
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